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Abstract 12 

Automated rule checking (ARC) is expected to significantly promote the efficiency and compliance of design in the 13 

construction industry. The most vital and complex stage of ARC is interpreting the regulatory text into a computer-14 

processable format. However, existing systems and studies of rule interpretation either require considerable time-15 

consuming manual effort or are based on exhaustive enumerations of matching patterns with a limited scope of application. 16 

To address this problem, this research integrates natural language processing (NLP) and context-free grammar (CFG) to 17 

propose a novel generalized rule interpretation framework, which can parse regulatory text like a domain-specific language. 18 

First, a syntax tree structure with several semantic elements is proposed to represent the roles and relations of concepts in 19 

regulatory text. Second, a deep learning model with the transfer learning technique is utilized to label the semantic elements 20 

in a sentence. Finally, a set of CFGs is built to parse a labeled sentence into the language-independent tree structure, from 21 

which computable checking rules can be generated. Experimental results demonstrate our method outperforms the state-22 

of-the-art methods: it achieves 99.6% and 91.0% accuracies for parsing single- and multi-requirement sentences, 23 

respectively, where the multi-requirement sentences are more complex and common but difficult for existing methods to 24 

deal with. This research contributes a method and framework for rule interpretation with both a high level of automation 25 

and wide scope of application, which can create computable rules from various textual regulatory documents. This research 26 

also publishes the first regulation dataset for future exploration, validation, and benchmarking in the ARC area.  27 
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1 Introduction 31 

The entire lifecycle of a built environment is governed by a variety of regulations, requirements, and standards [1,2]. 32 

The manual process of regulatory compliance checking is time-consuming, costly, and error-prone [3]. As an alternative 33 

to manual checking, automated rule checking (ARC) (also known as automated compliance checking (ACC)) is expected 34 

to significantly promote the design process in the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry. With the 35 

increasing complexity of designs and the emergence of building information modeling (BIM), which provides a feasible 36 

environment, ARC is vital to the design process [4,5] and it has been extensively studied by many researchers. However, 37 

there has been no adoption of ARC as part of official compliance processes to date [4], and the extent of ARC use in real 38 

projects is difficult to observe, which is not in line with the high expectations in the AEC industry [6,7]. 39 

Currently, regulatory rules are mainly written in textual documents for humans to read. Therefore, these textual rules 40 

need to be interpreted into a computer-processable format for ARC, i.e., rule interpretation, and it is regarded as the most 41 

vital and complex stage in the ARC process [5]. However, most existing ARC systems are based on proprietary and manual 42 

hard-coded rule-based mechanisms. These methods, such as the first large effort in building rule checking, the Singapore 43 
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CORENET project [8], and the widely used ARC application Solibri Model Checker (SMC) [9], are costly to maintain and 44 

inflexible to modify and are often referred to as black-box approaches [10]. To address this gap, many researchers have 45 

proposed automated or semi-automated rule interpretation methods for ARC. For semi-automated methods, Hjelseth [11] 46 

soft codes regulatory text by annotating it with four mark-up operators – Requirement, Applies, Select, and Exception – 47 

which is called RASE methodology and can help AEC experts develop applicable rules without programmers’ help. Nawari 48 

[10] proposed a framework for neutral data standard industry foundation classes (IFC) which utilizes language-integrated 49 

query (LINQ) programming objects to extract, access, and link BIM and regulatory data via ifcXML. For automated 50 

methods, Zhang and El-Gohary [12,13] concluded that domain-specific regulatory text is more regular than general 51 

nontechnical text and more suitable for natural language processing (NLP); thus, they proposed an automated rule 52 

transformation method consisting of (1) information extraction, which recognizes and labels words and phrases in relevant 53 

sentences with predefined tags, and (2) information transformation, which transforms the extracted information instances 54 

into logic clauses by regular expression rules. 55 

These studies have shown that it is feasible to improve the efficiency of extracting and interpreting rules from regulatory 56 

text based on NLP, and they have greatly facilitated rule interpretation for ARC. However, limitations still exist because 57 

they cannot achieve both a high level of automation and wide scope of application for rule interpretation. The semi-58 

automated methods still require considerable manual effort toward writing query languages, pseudocodes, marking up 59 

regulatory documents, and so forth. The automated methods, however, are based on regular expression pattern matching, 60 

which is also a hard-coded manner and has limited application scope. Actually, regular expression has low expressiveness 61 

such as the lack of recursion: a regular expression cannot be placed inside another one unless hard code it by hand for each 62 

level; this drawback will easily lead to their increasing number of usages which quickly becomes unmaintainable [14]. This 63 

may explain why existing automated rule interpretation methods mainly considered simple regulatory sentences and use a 64 

small size of dataset for validation. For example, Zhang and El-Gohary’s experiments [12,13] limited the extracted 65 

regulatory sentences to having at most one instance of compliance checking attribute, comparative relation, requirement 66 

quantity value, etc. (e.g., “habitable rooms shall have a net floor area of not less than 70 square feet” presented in [13]), 67 

which can be called single-requirement sentences; and their validation for pattern matching-based information 68 

transformation used 62 extracted sentences. However, having multiple requirements (multi-requirement) in a regulatory 69 

sentence is very common such as in compound and complex sentences (e.g., “habitable rooms shall have a net floor area 70 

of not less than 70 square feet and a glazing area of not less than 5 square feet”), but it can hardly be seen in the papers of 71 

related studies. It is also worth noting that, the datasets of regulatory text used in all related studies are not open, and this 72 

data isolation causing non-reproducibility of research is also a problem to be solved [15].  73 

To address these problems, this research aims at (1) proposing an automated rule interpretation method with wide 74 

application scope, which can interpret more complex multi-requirement sentences, and (2) developing and opening a 75 

dataset of regulatory sentences with annotation for validation, which has a larger size than existing studies. This method 76 

mainly consists of semantic labeling and syntactic parsing by utilizing deep learning, NLP, and context-free grammar (CFG) 77 

techniques. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews and classifies the related work and 78 

highlights the research gap. Section 3 describes the proposed automated rule interpretation method. Section 4 illustrates 79 

and analyzes the results of the experiment and its application. Section 5 discusses the advantages and contributions of this 80 

research and notes the limitations. Finally, Section 6 concludes this research. 81 

2 Related work 82 

ARC has been extensively studied in recent decades since Fenves investigated the application of decision tables for 83 

rule checking in the 1960s [16]. These efforts took various approaches and focused on various ARC purposes or 84 

subdomains. For example, Garrett and Fenves proposed a knowledge-based strategy to represent design standards using 85 

data items, decision tables, information networks, and organizational systems [17]. Delis and Delis proposed an approach 86 

to encode engineering code requirements in a knowledge-based expert system, in which the rules are stored in “if-then” 87 

form [18]. Han et al. proposed a hybrid prescriptive/performance-based approach for ARC, which models building code 88 

prescriptive statements where there is no indeterminacy and conflict and adopts a performance-based approach if such 89 

problems surface [19]. Ding et al. proposed an approach to represent building codes using object-based rules and represent 90 

designs using an IFC-based internal model for ARC of accessibility regulations [20]. 91 

Currently, the increasing complexity of designs and the widely adopted BIM highlight the significance of ARC in the 92 

AEC industry. The rule checking process can be structured into four stages [8]: (1) rule interpretation, (2) building model 93 
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preparation, (3) rule execution, and (4) reporting checking results. Among these stages, rule interpretation, which translates 94 

written rules into a computer-processable format, is the most vital and complex stage [5]. 95 

Since regulatory text is domain-specific and usually written more regularly than general text [13], many studies have 96 

explored different automated or semi-automated rule interpretation methods to replace manually hard-coded-based ARC 97 

systems. However, limitations still exist in these studies because they cannot achieve both a high level of automation and 98 

wide scope of application. This research classifies current rule interpretation methods into three categories: rule annotation, 99 

rule formalization, and rule transformation. The first two are semi-automated, and the last is a (fully) automated method.  100 

2.1 Rule annotation method 101 

This method aims to capture the metadata of regulatory text and parse them at a shallow level. For example, the RASE 102 

methodology [11] soft codes regulatory text by annotating it with four mark-up operators – Requirement, Applicability, 103 

Selection, and Exception – which can help AEC experts to develop applicable rules without programmers’ help. It also 104 

concluded that regulatory text contains a number of checks, where each check contains several requirements, applicabilities, 105 

selections, and exceptions, and the method identified a 1:1 relation among the four RASE operators and logical operators 106 

(and, or, not) in the software code. Furthermore, Beach et al. [21] expanded the RASE methodology to represent regulatory 107 

documents at the block or paragraph level and inline and finally mapped the marked document to semantic web rule 108 

language (SWRL) for rule execution. Lau and Law [22] developed a shallow parser to consolidate different formats of 109 

regulations, including their hierarchical and referential structures, into extensible mark-up language (XML) to semi-110 

automate the rule translational process. They also developed parse trees capable of tagging regulation provisions with the 111 

list of references they contain. 112 

The rule annotation method is interpretable and can semi-automate the rule interpretation process. However, it can 113 

process text only at a coarse level of granularity, and it requires considerable human effort. The RASE methodology 114 

provides an analysis only at the sentence level but not the word/term level, as does the shallow parser parses text into a 115 

marked-up format such as XML. Expanding the RASE tags can extend the analysis but simultaneously increase human 116 

annotation effort. 117 

2.2 Rule formalization method 118 

This method aims to develop a formalized and generalized representation of regulatory text for rule execution. A 119 

common approach with this method is formalizing rule representations into a specific query language, and it is often used 120 

with building data formalization. For example, Dimyadi et al. [23] developed a computable regulatory knowledge model 121 

(RKM) and then used a high-level domain-specific query language to extract regulatory information for ARC. Nawari [10] 122 

proposed a framework for neutral data standard IFC that utilizes LINQ programming objects to extract, access, and link 123 

BIM and regulatory data via ifcXML. Yurchyshyna and Zarli [24] presented an ontology-based method for the 124 

formalization and application of rules for ARC. They further developed a base of semi-formal accessibility queries by 125 

formalizing them as SPARQL queries based on the IFC-based conformance checking ontology. 126 

Another approach of this method is developing a domain-specific language (DSL) to be an intermediate rule 127 

representation that is more intuitive or easier than programming languages. Lee et al. [25] implemented a DSL, Building 128 

Environment Rule and Analysis (BERA) language, based on the use of IFC as given BIM models and SMC as the IFC 129 

engine, and it attempts to deal with BIM models intuitively by providing efficiency in defining, analyzing and checking 130 

rules. Park et al. [26] used intermediate pseudocodes to represent regulatory sentences; these pseudocodes have an intuitive 131 

naming convention and can be further translated into a computer-executable form. Sydora and Stroulia [27] described a 132 

simple and extendable DSL for computationally representing building interior design rules, and they demonstrated the use 133 

of the DSL in the automated generation of multiple valid alternative model interior designs. Preidel and Borrmann [28] 134 

introduced a new method for ARC using a flow-based, visual programming language (VPL), such as Dynamo for Autodesk 135 

Revit. Häußler et al. [29] examined the feasibility of implementing railway design rules using VPLs, including business 136 

process model and notation (BPMN) and decision model and notation (DMN), for code compliance checking. They also 137 

stated that the better interpretability of VPL improves the sufficiency of its transparency and visibility. 138 

Among the three categories of rule interpretation methods, the rule formalization method has been studied the most. 139 

The formalized representation of rules can be independently developed or managed by AEC experts without programmers’ 140 

help, and it has wide application scope. However, human effort is also needed in this method because it only reduces the 141 

burden of writing codes but does not eliminate it. Formalized building data (e.g., ifcXML, ifcOWL) are sometimes required 142 
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when using this method, which also affects automation.  143 

2.3 Rule transformation method 144 

This method aims to achieve fully automated rule interpretation, i.e., translating regulatory text into computer-145 

processable rules automatically without manual intervention. An analysis shows that domain-specific regulatory text is 146 

more suitable for automated NLP than general nontechnical text (e.g., news articles, general websites) because regulatory 147 

text has fewer homonym conflicts, exhibits fewer coreference resolution problems, and can facilitate ontology development 148 

to capture domain knowledge [13]. Therefore, Zhang and El-Gohary [12,13] proposed an automated rule transformation 149 

method consisting of (1) information extraction, which recognizes the words and phrases in the relevant sentences and 150 

labels them with predefined information tags via part-of-speech (POS) tagging, gazetteer compiling, etc., and (2) 151 

information transformation, which transforms the extracted information instances into logic clauses by regular expression-152 

based mapping rules and conflict resolution rules. Their framework is summarized in Figure 1. Furthermore, by integrating 153 

information extraction and transformation into a unified system, they achieved fully automated rule checking [3]. Zhou 154 

and El-Gohary [30] proposed an ontology-based information extraction method to support fully automated building energy 155 

compliance checking. In their studies, the pattern-matching method was enhanced by ontology, preprocessing, and many 156 

other domain-specific techniques, which focused on the building energy domain and improved the accuracy. Li et al. [31] 157 

presented a framework to automate utility compliance checking by integrating NLP and spatial reasoning, where the 158 

pattern-matching-based NLP algorithm is used to translate the textual descriptions of spatial configurations into computer-159 

processable spatial rules. Xu and Cai [32] proposed a semantic frame-based information extraction method focusing on 160 

domain and lexical semantics to support ARC, and the method is characterized by the enrichment of lexical semantic 161 

frames and mapping with the domain semantic framework. Later, Xu and Cai [33] adopted an ontology and rule-based 162 

NLP framework to automate the interpretation of textual regulations on underground utility infrastructure, where pattern-163 

matching rules were encoded for information extraction, and the extracted information elements were mapped to their 164 

semantic correspondences via ontologies and finally transformed into deontic logic (DL) clauses. 165 

Currently, all existing rule transformation methods use a regular expression-based pattern-matching approach. However, 166 

these methods have limited application scope and are difficult to be expanded because (1) regular expression can hardly 167 

match long and complex patterns because of its low expressiveness such as lack of recursion (e.g., a regular expression 168 

cannot be placed inside another one unless hard code it by hand for each level, which is hard to maintain), and (2) regular 169 

expressions cannot be used to match a wide range of varied patterns because their increasing number of usages will quickly 170 

become unmaintainable [14]. These limitations suggest why existing rule transformation methods focus on simple single-171 

requirement sentences (e.g., limiting the extracted sentences to having only one attribute and one requirement element in 172 

[13]), and use a small number of regulatory sentences as the dataset for validation (e.g., 62 sentences in [12]).  173 

 174 

Figure 1. Framework of an automated rule transformation method (adapted from [12]).  175 

2.4 Summary 176 

According to the above review, it can be concluded that existing rule interpretation methods cannot achieve both a high 177 

level of automation and wide scope of application: the first two semi-automated methods require manual effort, while the 178 

last automated method mainly focuses on simple single-requirement sentences and is difficult to interpret complex multi-179 

requirement sentences. Therefore, the aim of this research is addressing this research gap by proposing an automated rule 180 

interpretation method with wide application scope, which can interpret multi-requirement sentences. Table 1 summarizes 181 

and compares existing methods and our proposed method. 182 

Table 1. Comparison of existing rule interpretation methods and our proposed method. 183 

Method  Level of automation Simple single-requirement sentences Complex multi-requirement sentences 

Rule annotation Semi-automated Support Support 
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[11,21,22] 

Rule formalization 

[10,23-29] 

Semi-automated Support Support 

Rule transformation 

[3,12,13,30-33] 

Automated Support Not or hardly support 

Our method Automated Support Support 

 184 

 185 

 186 

 187 

3 Methodology and framework 188 

To propose an automated rule interpretation method with wide application scope, we redesign the framework of 189 

automated rule transformation methods by introducing syntactic parsing based on CFGs, to replace the widely used regular 190 

expression-based pattern matching. CFG has much more powerful expressiveness (e.g., represents recursively-defined 191 

concepts) than regular expressions and is commonly used to describe and parse the structure of programming languages, 192 

and can significantly expand the method’s application scope. Based on this, we also propose a syntax tree and semantic 193 

elements to represent the structure and concepts in regulatory text and BIM models. Figure 2 shows a framework of the 194 

proposed automated rule interpretation method, which has the following four steps.  195 

1. Preprocessing. This step selects relevant sentences from regulatory text and preprocesses these sentences by such 196 

as sentence splitting to facilitate later work. 197 

2. Semantic labeling. This step extracts semantic elements by assigning words or phrases in a sentence with semantic 198 

labels, indicating different semantic roles and relations. A deep neural network (DNN) model with the transfer 199 

learning technique is utilized for the labeling via the begin-inside-outside (BIO) tagging format. The result is 200 

validated by the F1-score of assigning each label in sentences.  201 

3. Syntactic parsing. This step mainly uses CFGs to parse a labeled sentence into a syntax tree structure that 202 

represents hierarchies and relations of the semantic elements. The syntax tree is language-independent, from which 203 

computable checking rules can be generated. The result is validated by the accuracy of parsing labeled sentences 204 

into the syntax trees.  205 

4. Rule generation. This step converts the tree representation into language-specific rules for execution, such as if-206 

then statements, horn clauses, and programming language. 207 

Note that the preprocessing method is not presented in detail in this research because it is relatively simple and well 208 

developed, as has been detailly discussed by many other studies [34]. The rule generation, which is language-specific, is 209 

illustrated in Section 4.4, where an actual rule checking case in a Revit model is presented. 210 

 211 

Figure 2. Framework of the proposed automated rule interpretation method integrating NLP and CFG.  212 

3.1 Definition of the semantic elements and syntax tree  213 

Regulatory text mainly contains two types of requirements or rules [13]: (1) quantitative requirement, which defines 214 

the relationship between an attribute/property of a certain building object and a specific quantity value/range, such as “the 215 

thickness of the protection layer shall not be less than 10 mm”; and (2) existential requirement, which requires the existence 216 
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of a certain building object, such as “the roof shall have a protection layer”. It can be concluded that each rule expressed 217 

by regulatory text consists of three parts: (1) the building or BIM objects to be checked, (2) the required constraints or 218 

conditions for checking, and (3) the comparative or existential relationship between them. A BIM model can be described 219 

by objects that possess many properties [35,36], where a property can also be an object. Therefore, rule checking can be 220 

regarded as a process that first locates and identifies objects in the hierarchical structure of a BIM model and then checks 221 

the objects against corresponding requirements. This process can be represented by a tree structure where some nodes 222 

representing checked objects are linked to requirements, where a requirement contains a comparative or existential 223 

relationship and a required constraint or condition.  224 

This tree structure for rule representation is similar to the syntax tree in a programming language. Thus, the tree structure 225 

of a regulatory sentence can be obtained by first assigning several types of labels to words or phrases in the sentence to 226 

indicate their semantic meanings and then using grammar to parse the labeled sentence into the tree structure like a syntax 227 

tree. To achieve this, we define several semantic elements and their syntax in the following steps: 228 

1. A simple and basic rule (e.g., “thickness of the protection layer shall not be less than 10 mm” as shown in Figure 229 

3a) contains four elements: checked object (protection layer), checked object’s property (thickness), comparative 230 

relation (not be less than), and requirement of the property (10 mm). These are defined as four semantic elements 231 

correspondingly: “obj”, “prop”, “cmp”, and “Rprop”.   232 

2. A rule can contain more hierarchy levels, as shown in Figure 3b. Thus, a semantic element “sobj” is defined to 233 

represent the parent object (roof) of the “obj” (protection layer). The “sobj” can be used multiple times to 234 

recursively represent object hierarchies (e.g., one “sobj” is the parent object of another “sobj”), so as the “prop” 235 

recursively represent a property of another “prop”. Besides, the “Rprop” can also have a parent object and a “Robj” 236 

element is defined for representing it. 237 

3. A requirement of a rule can be a condition like the “If” clause in an If-Then rule, as shown in Figure 3c. Thus, a 238 

semantic element “ARprop” is defined to represent the applicability condition (B1 level) of a corresponding “prop” 239 

(insulation material) to distinguish it from the meaning of “Rprop”. The “Robj” can also be used as the parent 240 

object of “ARprop”. 241 

 242 

Figure 3. Example of semantic elements.  243 

Therefore, this research proposes seven semantic elements to represent different semantic roles and relations of words 244 

or phrases in a regulatory sentence, as defined in Table 2. Meanwhile, a syntax tree to represent the hierarchical structure 245 

and relations of semantic elements is proposed, namely, rule check tree (RCTree): a tree structure representing object 246 

hierarchies and relations where at most one tree node has multiple child nodes, and at least one node is linked to a 247 

requirement. A Node in the RCTree is a semantic element, which is words or phrases with a semantic label. Figure 4 248 

illustrates the RCTree in different representation formats. Figure 5 shows an illustrative example of semantic labeling and 249 

syntactic parsing, in which the regulatory sentence is selected from a Chinese building code for fire protection. 250 

As shown in Table 2, the “sobj”, “obj”, and “prop” are used to identify checked elements in a BIM model, where both 251 

“sobj” and “prop” can locate at multiple hierarchies but “obj” is in a fixed hierarchy and can have multiple child nodes. 252 

The “cmp” is the comparative/existential relation between the checked element “prop” and the requirement “Rprop” or 253 

“ARprop”. The “Rprop” and “ARprop” are used to represent two types of requirements according to the If-Then format: 254 

“Rprop” is a constraint applied to a “prop” that shall be satisfied, and “ARprop” is an applicability condition applied to a 255 

“prop” that if satisfied then other constraints will be checked. A “Rprop” or “ARprop” could be a reference to another 256 

element, and the “Robj” is defined as the refereed element (e.g., the “B” in “A shall be greater than 10 times of B”). 257 

In Figure 4, an example RCTree is presented in graph-based representation, text-based representation, and the 258 

equivalent if-then format for illustration. The graph-based format (Figure 4a) is designed for human-readable, where the 259 

hierarchy of RCTree nodes is represented by arrows from left to right according to high to low levels. The text-based format 260 

(Figure 4b), like the tree structure of a file system, is used for algorithm output and result storage. In Figure 4b, the first 261 
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line represents “sobj-sobj” or “sobj-obj” relations from left to right. In the following lines, each line represents an “obj-262 

prop” or “prop-prop” relation and the requirement applied to the “prop” if any: it starts from a “|”, and the number of 263 

followed “-” denotes the hierarchy level of the “prop”; the occurrence of “?” after “-” indicates that the requirement is 264 

applicability; otherwise, it is a constraint. In the proposed RCTree, the default Boolean relation between requirements is 265 

“AND”, i.e., if all applicabilities are satisfied, all constraints shall be satisfied. The “OR” relation between requirements is 266 

addressed by: (1) element merging, which merges consecutive OR-related elements of the same label into one union 267 

element; (2) requirement association, which explicitly indicates a requirement is OR-related to the previous requirement, 268 

denoted by changing the last leading “-” to “+” (e.g., “|--” to “|-+”) in the text-based format; and (3) sentence splitting, 269 

which splits a sentence into multiple sentences and uses multiple RCTrees to represent.  270 

 271 

 272 

Table 2. The proposed seven semantic elements. 273 

Name Definition 

prop The element can be linked to a requirement. A prop can be a child node of an obj or another prop. E.g., in 

Figure 4, prop1/2/3 are properties of obj1, and prop4 is a property of prop3. 

obj The parent node of one or more props. An RCTree has only one obj. E.g., obj1 in Figure 4. 

sobj The parent node of the obj or another sobj. E.g., sobj1 in Figure 4. 

cmp The comparative/existential relation between a prop and a requirement. E.g., “greater than”, “has”. 

Rprop The constraint requirement linked to a prop that shall be satisfied.  

ARprop The applicability condition linked to a prop that if satisfied then other constraints will be checked. 

Robj The parent node of a Rprop or ARprop, usually optional. 

 274 

Figure 4. Illustration of the proposed rule check tree (RCTree).  275 
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 276 

Figure 5. Illustrative example of semantic labeling and syntactic parsing (the English sentence is translated from 277 

Chinese).  278 

3.2 Semantic labeling 279 

Semantic labeling is the process of assigning semantic labels to words or phrases in a sentence, where a labeled word 280 

or phrase is called a semantic element. The labeling process (e.g., POS tagging) has been widely involved in the information 281 

extraction stage of existing studies for ARC. Common methods include gazetteer lookup, the hidden Markov model 282 

(HMM), conditional random fields (CRF), and so on. However, one of the best-known weaknesses of these methods is the 283 

lack of semantic awareness; i.e., they have difficulty recognizing semantic information. In addition, few researchers have 284 

studied machine or deep learning-based information extraction methods for ARC [37]. 285 

In recent years, DNN models (e.g., recurrent neural networks and transformers) have been introduced for sequence 286 

labeling [38] and have shown huge improvements over traditional methods. Meanwhile, these DNN models promote a new 287 

methodology for NLP, that is, transfer learning. For example, the state-of-the-art DNN model BERT [39] can be first 288 

pretrained in a large general corpus and then applied to a specific domain by training it with a small quantity of supervised 289 

data. This transfer learning technique can greatly reduce the amount of domain-specific training data and improve 290 

performance. 291 

Thus, to enhance the ability of semantic recognition, this research uses a deep learning model with the transfer learning 292 

technique for semantic labeling. BIO tagging format is adopted for the labeling, which annotates the belonging of a word 293 

to a semantic element by labeling whether the word is at the beginning, inside, or outside of that element, as explained in 294 

Figure 6. An illustration of the labeling process by a DNN model (i.e., BERT) is shown in Figure 7. The DNN model first 295 

embeds all tokens of the input sentence and then uses a bidirectional transformer to encode the input embeddings to 296 

contextual representations. Finally, the representations are transformed into the BIO format for output. 297 

 298 

Figure 6. Illustration of the BIO format labeling. 299 
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 300 

Figure 7. Illustration of the labeling by a DNN model. 301 

3.3 Syntactic parsing 302 

In this research, syntactic parsing is the process of analyzing the structure of a labeled sentence and parsing it into the 303 

RCTree. In programming languages, a parser is a component of a compiler that parses the source code of a programming 304 

language to create an internal representation (e.g., parsing tree). In the case of domain-specific regulatory text, it is more 305 

regular (e.g., less ambiguity and fewer homonym conflicts) than general nontechnical text and thus is more suitable for 306 

NLP [13]. This nature of regulatory text brings the possibility of parsing it with semantic labels like a domain-specific 307 

language (DSL). 308 

Programming languages tend to be specified in terms of CFG. CFG is a formal grammar that could be used to derive 309 

the sentences of a language, in which every production rule is of the form 𝐴 → 𝛼, where 𝐴 is a single nonterminal symbol 310 

and 𝛼 is a sequence of terminals (symbols that cannot be further broken down). There are two commonly used grammars 311 

according to Chomsky hierarchy: CFG (type-2) and regular grammar (type-3) [40]. CFG has higher expressiveness since 312 

it can represent recursively defined concepts and can be parsed by an LL or LR parser, whereas regular grammar generates 313 

a subset language of CFG (e.g., lack of recursion) and can be obtained by simpler regular expressions. 314 

This research treats a regulatory sentence with semantic labels as a DSL and uses CFGs to parse it to obtain the RCTree. 315 

Figure 8 illustrates the proposed syntactic parsing method, which consists of three processes: sentence standardization, 316 

CFG-based parsing, and RCTree conversion. Note that “[word/tag]” is a text-based notation to represent a semantic element, 317 

and “cmp” elements are simplified to symbols in the text-based RCTree representation in Figure 8d. 318 

3.3.1 Sentence standardization 319 

This process extracts “sobj” and “obj” elements in a sentence, adds them to the RCTree, and standardizes the remaining 320 

elements. First, all “sobj” elements are extracted, and their occurrence order in the sentence is regarded as the hierarchies 321 

from high to low. Note that this decision can be further optimized by utilizing an ontology (e.g., if a “sobj” element is the 322 

property or child node of another “sobj” that occurred latter, which can be recognized by an ontology, their hierarchies can 323 

be adjusted to make the latter one higher). Second, all “obj” elements are extracted, and if there are multiple “obj”, their 324 

union is considered as one “obj”. As discussed in Section 3.1, after preprocessing such as sentence splitting, it is assumed 325 

that the input sentence has only one “obj”. Finally, the order of the remaining elements in the sentence is standardized. For 326 

example, in the occurrence of “A of B”, the order of words can be switched to “B’s A” for consistency. Similarly, in Figure 327 

8, “[using/cmp] [B1 or B2 level/ARprop] [insulation material/prop]” is standardized into “[insulation material/prop] 328 

[using/cmp] [B1 or B2 level/ARprop]”. To achieve this, regular expression-based rules can be used, but the number of 329 

rules should be small, and the meanings should be explicit to retain the maintainability of the method. In this research, four 330 

types of sentence standardization rules are developed, and their descriptions are provided in Table 3. It is worth noting that 331 

sentence standardization may be language-specific. In this paper, Chinese building codes are considered, and the developed 332 

sentence standardization rules may need to be modified when applied to English sentences. 333 

3.3.2 CFG-based parsing 334 

This is the core process of syntactic parsing, and it uses CFGs as a parser to parse standard labeled sentences. Figure 9 335 

shows the parsing CFGs in the form of ANTLR4 grammar [41]. In Figure 9, uppercase words represent lexical rules, and 336 

the first five ones represent the corresponding five semantic elements as defined in Table 2 while “sobj” and “obj” have 337 
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been extracted and removed after sentence standardization. Note that content of green font in Figure 9 represents comments. 338 

Lowercase words in Figure 9 represent grammatical rules that parse semantic elements in a sentence. According to the 339 

proposed RCTree and semantic elements, this research defines P-R (Prop-Req) pattern as the basic semantic unit, and the 340 

grammatical rules are based on the recognition of P-R patterns and their recursive occurrences. The P-R pattern represents 341 

elements with corresponding requirements, where “P” means the “prop” element and “R” means “CMP? ROBJ? 342 

(RPROP|ARPROP)” pattern as the “req” rule shown in Figure 9 (“?” means optional, “|” means OR-relation). For instance, 343 

in Figure 8, “[protection layer/prop] [shall use/cmp] [noncombustible material/Rprop]” is a basic P-R pattern; and 344 

“[protection layer/prop] [thickness/prop] [shall not be less than/cmp] [10 mm/Rprop]” is a P1-P2-R pattern, where P2 has 345 

the requirement of R and is the child node (property) of P1. In Figure 9, “pr” is defined to recognize balanced P-R patterns 346 

that have the same number of “P” and “R”, and “prs” recognizes all possible and rational P-R patterns based on “pr”. For 347 

example, “The insulation layer of a pipeline shall use noncombustible materials with a melting point greater than 1000 ℃” 348 

will be labeled and standardized into “[pipeline/obj] [insulation layer/prop] [melting point/prop] [greater than/cmp] 349 

[1000 ℃/Rprop] [shall use/cmp] [noncombustible material/Rprop]”, and it is a “pr” pattern consists of P1-P2-R2-R1, where 350 

P2 is linked to R2 and P1 is linked to R1. Finally, the “tree” in Figure 9 is defined to combine all the recognized “prs” into 351 

a single parsing tree, as shown in Figure 8c. 352 

3.3.3 RCTree conversion 353 

This process takes a parsing tree as the input and converts it into the RCTree. First, it performs postprocessing work, 354 

such as rectifying the parsing result and removing duplications. Then, it converts a parsing tree into an RCTree by 355 

recursively visiting subtrees of the parsing tree and creating corresponding RCTree elements, as shown in Figure 8d. 356 

 357 

Table 3. Developed sentence standardization rules. 358 

Rule name Description Example 

Label merge Merges elements with the same label into one in 

some cases 

“[A/obj] and [B/obj]” to “[A|B/obj]” 

Label order 

change 

Changes the order of consecutive elements in some 

cases; language-specific 

“[A/prop] of [B/prop]” to “[B/prop]’s [A/prop]” 

Subsentence 

order change 

Changes the order of two subsentences (e.g., 

separated by comma or colon) in some cases 

“A shall meet the requirements: when B, C” to “A shall 

meet the requirements: C, when B” 

Default element 

completion 

Completes the missing elements in a sentence “A shall be greater than B and less than C” to “A shall be 

greater than B, and A shall be less than C” 

 359 
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 360 
Figure 8. Workflow of the syntactic parsing method.  361 

 362 
Figure 9. CFGs for syntactic parsing. 363 

4 Results 364 

This section describes the experiments and applications for validating the proposed method. First, a dataset of regulatory 365 

sentences and its gold standard for semantic labeling is developed, and the sentences are classified by complexity for 366 

measuring the application scope of rule interpretation methods. Second, a deep learning method is implemented for 367 

semantic labeling and validated by the gold standard. Third, all labeled regulatory sentences in the gold standard are parsed 368 

into RCTrees and manually evaluated for correctness. These experiments are used to validate performance of the proposed 369 
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method and demonstrate its high accuracy and wide application scope. 370 

An actual rule checking case is also presented, where a specific rule generation method is proposed to convert RCTrees 371 

of several regulatory sentences into executable rules and check them in a Revit BIM model. This is used to demonstrate 372 

the applicability of the proposed method for interpreting and checking rules in a real case. 373 

4.1 Dataset development 374 

In this research, Chinese building codes for fire protection are selected for validation. The proposed method is applied 375 

in Chinese text and then the result is translated into English. First, regulatory text in building codes is collected and split 376 

into sentences by semicolons, periods, and newlines. Next, the sentences are filtered to select those have quantitative 377 

requirements (e.g., have keywords of “no less than” or “greater than”) since they are mostly used in building codes for 378 

describing requirements and it is a reasonable choice adopted by many researches [13]. Then, these sentences are manually 379 

reviewed by two of the authors to ensure the applicability for rule checking in BIM while removing unsatisfactory sentences. 380 

Finally, 611 regulatory sentences distributed in 46 building codes are selected, forming the dataset.  381 

To provide criteria for validating semantic labeling, these 611 sentences are manually annotated by two of the authors, 382 

and the result is regarded as the gold standard. In the annotation, approximately 15% of the sentences were first labeled by 383 

both authors to reach a consensus. The remaining parts were separately labeled, and the labeling results were cross-384 

validated by the two authors. Finally, the gold standard was developed, and the dataset including 611 sentences has 4336 385 

semantic elements. An open repository containing the dataset with annotation was established on GitHub at 386 

https://github.com/Zhou-Yucheng/auto-rule-transform. Note that it also contains codes used in the following semantic 387 

labeling and syntactic parsing steps. 388 

To measure and compare the application scope of rule interpretation methods, regulatory sentences in the dataset are 389 

classified into two categories according to complexity: 390 

 Single-requirement sentence. A sentence (after standardization) that has only one requirement and thus has at most 391 

one instance for all of the following labels: “prop”, “cmp”, and “Rprop”. 392 

 Multi-requirement sentence. A sentence (after standardization) that has at least two requirements and thus has at 393 

least two instances of any of the following labels: “prop”, “cmp”, and “Rprop” (i.e., a sentence that is not a single-394 

requirement sentence). 395 

Having multiple requirements in a sentence is common but significantly increases the complexity of parsing. A single-396 

requirement sentence has a simple flattened structure; however, the structure of a multi-requirement sentence has branches. 397 

An apparent difference is that a single-requirement sentence has only one subtree of the “obj” node in the transformed 398 

RCTree, whereas a multi-requirement sentence has at least two subtrees. In our dataset of 611 regulatory sentences, 224 399 

(36.7%) and 387 (63.3%) of them are single- and multi-requirement sentences, respectively, which suggests that multi-400 

requirement sentences are more common.  401 

4.2 Semantic labeling result 402 

Semantic labeling is implemented in Python language with the PyTorch deep learning package, and BERT [39] for 403 

Chinese is chosen as the pretrained DNN model, which is provided by “bert-base-chinese” in the transformers package. 404 

The dataset is randomly split into training and validation datasets at a 0.8:0.2 ratio, where the training dataset is used to 405 

train and update the DNN model, and the validation dataset is used to test the model’s performance. To measure the result, 406 

the model predictions are compared with those from the gold standard, and the precision (P), recall (R), and F1-score (F1) 407 

are calculated for each semantic label: 408 

      𝑃 = 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡/𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑  (1) 

  𝑅 = 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡/𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 
(2) 

𝐹1 = 2𝑃𝑅/(𝑃 + 𝑅) 
(3) 

where 𝑁{𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑,𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒} denotes the number of {model correctly labeled, model labeled, true} elements. Note that the 409 

measurement is based on the BIO tags, and B- and I-tagged elements are summed for each semantic label (e.g., both the 410 

B-obj and I-obj tagged elements are regarded as the “obj” element). Finally, the weighted (micro) average F1-score is 411 

calculated to represent the overall performance of the model (𝑛𝑖 denotes the number of the i-th semantic labels): 412 

  Weighted 𝐹1 = (∑ 𝑛𝑖𝐹1,𝑖𝑖 )/ ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝑖   (4) 
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In the model training, two key hyper-parameters are tested and optimized: learning rate (LR, for how fast a model 413 

adjusts and updates its parameters) and batch size (BS, for how many samples are used in one training iteration) [42], the 414 

others use the recommended default settings in [39]. Since [39] suggested using LR and BS of about 3e-5 and 32 for 415 

training BERT, we test LR on 1e-5/3e-5/5e-5/7e-5/9e-5 and BS on 4/8/16/32/64. Results show that using LR=7e-5 and 416 

BS=16 in our case achieves the best performance, and the model training can reach convergence in 30 epochs consuming 417 

5 minutes. The experiment was performed on a GPU with 16 GB memory and 65 TFLOPS of FP16 performance. 418 

The performance of semantic labeling on the validation dataset is shown in Table 4. Note that the “O” tag is used to 419 

label words or phrases not belonging to any semantic label. The DNN model achieves 86.2%, 86.3%, and 86.2% overall 420 

precision, recall, and F1-score on the validation dataset, respectively. This is a promising result of semantic labeling as a 421 

proof-of-concept in an early stage because it can recognize different semantic labels in long and complex sentences with 422 

relatively high accuracy. The confusion matrix of the semantic labeling is shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that “sobj” is 423 

likely to be misclassified as “obj” label, and “ARprop” and “prop” are also likely to be misclassified. 424 

The analysis of the varying and some low accuracies suggests two main reasons. First, there exist difficulties in 425 

differentiating labels with close semantic meanings. For example, “sobj” and “obj” have similar usages, and a word labeled 426 

“obj” could be labeled “sobj” in another sentence. Second, there is ambiguity when representing a concept using semantic 427 

labels. For instance, “vertical storage tank” can be regarded as a single “obj” but can also be “[storage tank/obj]” and 428 

“[vertical/ARprop]”. To address these problems, concepts and relations should be clearly defined, and a promising 429 

approach to achieve this is utilizing an ontology, which can be used to assign or adjust semantic labels. In addition, the 430 

amount of training data is relatively small in this research. Therefore, the semantic labeling process has great potential to 431 

be substantially improved in the future.  432 

Table 4. Semantic labeling result on the validation dataset. 433 

Label Number Precision Recall F1-score 

sobj 153 82.5% 64.0% 72.1% 

obj 727 81.4% 83.8% 82.6% 

cmp 641 93.9% 96.3% 95.1% 

prop 859 89.1% 86.4% 87.7% 

Rprop 687 84.9% 96.1% 90.1% 

ARprop 360 80.9% 78.1% 79.4% 

Robj 170 83.2% 90.0% 86.4% 

O 978 90.2% 80.7% 85.2% 

Total 4575 86.2% 86.3% 86.2% 

 434 

Figure 10. Confusion matrix of semantic labeling result on the validation dataset. 435 

 436 
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4.3 Syntactic parsing result 437 

Syntactic parsing is implemented in Python, and the ANTLR4 package which provides an efficient LL parser for CFG 438 

[43] is utilized. In the experiment, the method takes each gold standard labeled sentence as input and outputs the 439 

corresponding RCTree. The result is manually evaluated at two levels. (1) Sentence level: whether the RCTree fully 440 

correctly expresses the meaning of the original sentence. (2) Element level: for each element in the RCTree, whether the 441 

element is generated and located correctly (note that if the RCTree is correct at the sentence level, all elements are correct). 442 

The correctness at the sentence level indicates a perfect parsing result that can be used in downstream tasks such as rule 443 

execution, whereas the correctness at the element level shows the accuracy for each semantic element and is adopted by 444 

many existing studies. The experiment is performed on a 4.6 GHz CPU and consumes 6.9 seconds in total (0.011 s/sentence 445 

on average). All result output by the method with manual evaluation is published at https://github.com/Zhou-Yucheng/auto-446 

rule-transform/blob/main/src/logs/ruleparse-eval.log. 447 

Figure 11 shows five example parsing results, including one single-requirement and four multi-requirement sentences, 448 

where the English sentences are translated from Chinese results and the order of words is preserved. For each sentence, its 449 

graph-based and text-based representations of the parsed RCTree are given below, and the latter is the direct output of the 450 

algorithm. In Figure 11, the single-requirement sentence and the first three multi-requirement sentences are correctly parsed 451 

(at the sentence level), but the last multi-requirement sentence is not. In the parsed RCTrees, all “cmp” elements are 452 

simplified to symbols (e.g., “=”, “>”); some omitted properties are completed by the method (e.g., “Type” is the default 453 

“prop” if not specified); and the unified property merged from multiple properties is connected by “|”. 454 

In Figure 11e, the parsed RCTree is incorrect because the “evacuation corridor” is not applied to “minimum illumination 455 

at floor level”, and the correct RCTree is given below. This error occurs because the occurrence orders of semantic elements 456 

are not regular, so the meaning is misunderstood by the method. One way to eliminate this error is by adding more sentence 457 

standardization rules or CFGs to enhance the parsing ability of the method. Another way to resolve this issue quickly is 458 

rewriting the original sentences to a more regular form. In this case, if we change the sentence to “for evacuation corridor, 459 

emergency lighting's minimum illumination at floor level shall not be less than 5.0 lx” (i.e., move the parenthesis “for 460 

evacuation corridor” to the beginning of the sentence), the method will yield the correct result. As we discussed above, our 461 

parsing method is based on the recognition of P-R patterns, and it is evident that the “evacuation corridor” in the parenthesis 462 

breaks the connection between “minimum illumination at floor level” and “5.0 lx”. Therefore, we can perform this intuitive 463 

modification as a quick fix, which is very useful in practical applications. 464 

Table 5 shows a comparison of the parsing performances of our proposed method and two state-of-the-art methods at 465 

the element level. In this table, Regex-E is a rule transformation method that uses a regular expression-based pattern-466 

matching approach with six essential semantic information tags, and Regex-ES is an enhancement of Regex-E by utilizing 467 

more secondary information tags and achieves state-of-the-art performance [12]. The experiment for Regex-E and Regex-468 

ES is performed based on 62 sentences from chapter 19 of International Building Code (IBC) 2009 [12], and all of the 469 

sentences are quantitative requirements and extracted in [13], where each of them is a single-requirement sentence as 470 

discussed above. It is worth noting that, by using approximately twice as many elements to describe the patterns in a 471 

sentence, the enhancement of Regex-ES from Regex-E increases the complexity and specificity of the patterns [12], which 472 

may decrease its generalisability. The datasets used in these studies have not been published. 473 

The result in Table 5 demonstrates our method outperforms the state-of-the-art method: for single-requirement 474 

sentences, our method achieves 99.57% element-level parsing accuracy, which is higher than the state-of-the-art method 475 

Regex-ES; more importantly, for multi-requirement sentences, which are more complex and common but not suitable to 476 

be interpreted by pattern matching-based methods and not considered by existing studies, our method achieves high 477 

performance of 95.26% parsing accuracy. This result suggests that our method can achieve a high level of automation and 478 

wide scope of application because: (1) this method can be applied to both single- and multi-requirement sentences with 479 

high accuracy; (2) the dataset used in this research is larger than those used in most existing studies (e.g., tens of sentences 480 

used for validation in [12,31]); and (3) the method uses a small number of labels (tags) to represent different elements in 481 

sentences, suggesting less specificity and higher generalisability. 482 

Table 6 shows the parsing performance of our method at the sentence level. It achieves 99.6% and 91.0% parsing 483 

accuracies for single- and multi-requirement sentences, respectively, and a 94.1% overall parsing accuracy. This research 484 

suggests that the sentence-level accuracy is more suitable to represent the parsing performance because this stricter criterion 485 

can better indicate the applicability for supporting downstream task rule execution in ARC. In the entire rule interpretation 486 

process, the total correctness is related to the sentence-level accuracies. Therefore, this result of high sentence-level parsing 487 

accuracies also demonstrates the high performance and applicability of our method. 488 
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 489 
Figure 11. Example parsing results (English sentences are translated from Chinese preserving the order of words). 490 

 491 

Table 5. Comparison of the parsing performance at the element level. 492 

Sentence category Method 
Sentence 

number 

Element 

number 

Correctly parsed 

elements 
Accuracy 

Single-requirement 

Regex-E[12] 62 1083 1030 95.11% 

Regex-ES[12] 62 1919 1901 99.06% 

CFG (ours) 224 1174 1169 99.57% 

Multi-requirement CFG (ours) 387 3162 3012 95.26% 

 493 

Table 6. Parsing performance of the proposed method at the sentence level.  494 

Sentence category 
Sentence 

number 

Correctly parsed 

sentences 
Accuracy 

Single-requirement 224 223 99.6% 

Multi-requirement 387 352 91.0% 

Total 611 575 94.1% 
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4.4 Rule generation and application 495 

To demonstrate the real application of our method, this section implements an actual rule checking case in a Revit BIM 496 

model using executable rules generated from the parsed RCTrees by developing a rule generation algorithm. Revit Model 497 

Checker [44], a tool that can automatically check Revit models based on a set of BIM requirements and generate a 498 

compliance report, is utilized. The executable rules for Revit Model Checker are specified in XML format and called 499 

Checkset [45]. The XML Checkset is composed of checks that consist of many filters. An individual check describes 500 

configurations for validating a rule in a model and can be converted from an RCTree, and a filter inside a check defines a 501 

condition or requirement. For more information about the XML Checkset, the readers are referred to [45].  502 

Figure 12 illustrates a rule generation from RCTree to XML Checkset. In the rule generation, RCTree elements are 503 

mapped to property names specified in the XML Checkset. For example, in Figure 12, the “window” element is mapped 504 

to “OST_Windows”, and the “width” element is mapped to “Width”. In other cases, for instance, the “width” of a stair will 505 

be mapped to “Minimum Run Width”, and the default property “Type” of walls will be mapped to “Structural Material”. 506 

To achieve this, a dictionary is built to store the mapping information. To represent the If-Then format rule, the result 507 

condition of a check is defined as “FailMatchingElement”, which means if matching elements are found, it will result in a 508 

failure. For example, “if A then B” can be represented by the fail-matching of “A and (not B)”, i.e., if both “A” and “not 509 

B” are satisfied, the result fails and the matched elements will be reported. Therefore, the “cmp” for “Rprop” in the RCTree 510 

will be negated in this rule generation. Additionally, unit conversion should also be processed. Revit uses imperial units 511 

by default when processing the XML Checkset, so a length value of a metric unit will be converted to an imperial unit (e.g., 512 

800 mm to 2.62467 ft).  513 

Figure 13 shows the rule generation result in the experiment. First, four example regulatory sentences in English are 514 

labeled and parsed into RCTrees, and they are two single-requirement and two multi-requirement sentences which are 515 

applicable for rule checking in Revit. Then, the RCTrees are generated to an XML Checkset. Figure 14 shows a rule 516 

checking application in a BIM model using Revit Model Checker and the four example rules. As shown in the figure, rules 517 

are executed to check the BIM model of an actual hotel building, and the result is reported which has a 50% pass rate 518 

because the first and fourth checks fail. As illustrated in Figure 14, in the first check, a floor has a thickness of 25 mm 519 

which is less than the requirement of 30 mm. Two walls fail to pass the fourth check, and it is found that both walls have 520 

a thermal resistance of 0.0923 m2K/W less than the requirement of 0.1 m2K/W. The BIM model has 10 floors and 94 521 

concrete walls with a width less than 200 mm. Thus, this rule checking, which identifies 1 floor and 2 walls that fail to 522 

meet the requirements, successfully detects the issues and can significantly improve the efficiency of design. 523 

 524 

 525 

Figure 12. Illustration of a rule generation from RCTree to XML Checkset. 526 

 527 
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 528 

Figure 13. Rule generation result for Revit Model Checker.  529 

 530 

Figure 14. Screenshot of a rule checking application in a BIM model using Revit Model Checker. 531 
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5 Discussion 532 

This research presents an automated rule interpretation method consisting of semantic labeling and syntactic parsing 533 

steps. Currently, existing rule interpretation methods rely on considerable manual effort or a hard-coded manner, and they 534 

cannot achieve both a high level of automation and wide scope of application. Compared to the state-of-the-art methods, 535 

the significant advances of our method are summarized as follows. 536 

1. Wide application scope. In contrast to existing rule transformation methods focusing on single-requirement 537 

sentences, our method can interpret more complex multi-requirement sentences, which are also more commonly 538 

found in regulatory documents. Compared to the regular expression approach with low expressiveness (e.g., 539 

cannot represent recursion) used in existing methods, our proposed syntax tree structure RCTree and developed 540 

CFGs of high expressiveness significantly expand the application scope. Besides, the proposed RCTree is 541 

language-independent and can be transformed into many other languages for rule execution, such as XML, SWRL, 542 

and programming languages. 543 

2. Automation with high accuracy. Our method achieves high accuracy in the automated rule interpretation process, 544 

especially for syntactic parsing. The syntactic parsing step achieves 99.6% and 91.0% accuracies for single- and 545 

multi-requirement sentences, respectively, outperforming the state-of-the-art methods. For semantic labeling, our 546 

deep learning method obtains a promising 86.2% overall F1-score, and the performance can be further improved 547 

by such as utilizing an ontology. Note that our dataset containing 611 sentences is much larger than that used in 548 

most existing studies, supporting the result. 549 

3. Interpretable parsing process. In contrast to existing methods that use exhaustive enumerations of matching 550 

patterns to parse labeled sentences, our method mainly uses CFGs for parsing. Therefore, our syntactic parsing 551 

process, which treats a labeled sentence like a DSL, is interpretable and understandable. This advantage can 552 

promote the real application of the method, such as enabling semi-automated parsing and guiding regulatory 553 

sentence writing. 554 

Interpretability is of great significance for rule interpretation, and this is a significant difference compared to regular 555 

expression-based methods. Natural language has high flexibility, ambiguity, and subjectivity, which challenges the rule 556 

interpretation and ARC [46]. Therefore, rule interpretation requires effort from two sides: a method with high performance 557 

and regulatory text written in a more regular style. Our method, which provides verifiable labeling results and a 558 

deterministic parsing procedure, can bridge this gap. It provides a standard for the syntax of the labeled sentence and thus 559 

can guide the writing of regulatory text and parsing irregularly written sentences semi-automatically.  560 

The proposed method provides a generalized framework for automated rule interpretation. When working on other 561 

regulatory documents, once the document expresses requirements or rules in the same way (i.e., having object hierarchies 562 

and using quantitative requirements applied to some objects), our method can parse its structure in the same way based on 563 

the CFGs; the deep learning model for semantic labeling can be reused or re-trained to adjust to a different domain or 564 

improve the accuracy. Thus, for example, a designer can use the method to create computable rules from customized 565 

regulatory documents, which can be used to check the design proactively and filter out noncompliant designs.  566 

The main limitations of this research are identified and will be studied in the future by the authors. (1) The proposed 567 

RCTree has limitations in expression. Currently, it can only represent tree structures where at most one node (“obj”) has 568 

multiple child nodes, which is designed as a trade-off between expressiveness and parsing complexity. The representation 569 

of more complex structures (e.g., a “sobj” or “prop” element has multiple child nodes) is addressed by sentence splitting. 570 

The same also represents complex Boolean logic between requirements in the RCTree. However, these approaches bring 571 

difficulties in sentence splitting. To resolve this limitation, more methods and techniques for sentence splitting and tree 572 

structure representation need to be studied. (2) The number of parsing CFGs is limited. Expanding the quantity and scope 573 

of the CFGs can help the parsing method better characterize the structure of regulatory sentences and thus increase the 574 

ability to parse more complex sentences. CFGs of higher expressiveness can also reduce the dependence on the regular 575 

expression-based standardization rules and improve maintainability and generalisability. (3) The dataset contains only 576 

sentences having quantitative requirements (some having both quantitative and existential requirements are also included). 577 

Although it is a legitimate and widely adopted choice [13], more kinds of regulatory rules should be considered to expand 578 

the method’s applicability, e.g., geometry/location-based and performance-based rules. We suggest that the end 579 

requirements of these rules need to be quantified by calculation or inference, and after that, it is possible to handle these 580 

rules by transforming them into attribute-based checking. Take “beam in front of the door” as an example, the “in front of” 581 

should be quantified and if the opening direction of the door is the positive direction of the X-axis, it can be transformed 582 

into “beam’s x-coordinate value greater than the door’s x-coordinate”. Another example that needs knowledge inference 583 
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[47] is “beams in the second floor”, where objects “beams” may not be stored as properties/attributes in “the second floor” 584 

in a BIM model, but the relations may be stored in “beams” or independently. Thus, these implicit relations should be 585 

inferred and then can be stored as properties. A promising method to achieve knowledge inference is utilizing ontology.  586 

In the future, the following improvements and extensions can be pursued. (1) Developing domain knowledge models 587 

such as ontology. In the rule interpretation, a concept can be represented in different ways which leads to ambiguity (e.g., 588 

in semantic labeling), and a relation between concepts can be implicit which limits the representation. To address this 589 

problem, concepts and their relations in a domain should be clearly defined, and thus ontologies or well-documented 590 

concept vocabularies can be developed. Furthermore, since ARC involves two aspects of both regulatory text and BIM 591 

model, their concepts should be consistently represented. To achieve this, exploring information alignment technique [48] 592 

and utilizing IFC which is friendly to ontology [49] could be studied. Consequently, instructions and standards can be 593 

formulated to guide writing regulatory documents in a regular form to substantially facilitate ARC. (2) Quantifying 594 

statistics of quantitative sentences and sentences applicable for rule interpretation, which can help understand regulatory 595 

documents’ quality and how wide the method’s real applicability is. In the current dataset development, we first collect 596 

30000 regulatory sentences after sentence splitting, and then recognize 3660 sentences having quantitative requirements 597 

by keyword matching. Finally, we randomly select 1000 quantitative sentences as candidates and manually review their 598 

applicability, and obtain 611 sentences forming the dataset. However, these numbers and their ratios may be varied and 599 

not accurate because of the large and varied proportion of uninterpretable regulatory sentences we identified: (a) non-600 

requirement sentences such as writing purpose, term definitions, titles, appendix, etc.; (b) subjective requirements such as 601 

“涂料应按说明书规定在现场调配且应充分搅拌” or “The paint should be prepared on-site according to the instructions 602 

and should be fully stirred”; and (c) incomplete sentences such as sentences are incomplete split or have incomplete 603 

meanings. Accurate measurement and classification of these sentences need future study [50]. (3) Including deontic logic 604 

in the rule representation. Some regulatory rules have terms of deontic logic such as “must”, “shall”, “could”, and “prohibit”, 605 

and the rule checking of them should result in a graded scale from pass to fail. This research limits this kind of rule to a 606 

binary kind of true or false to simplify the rule representation and checking. However, they need future studies including 607 

the identification, representation, and result explanation, and new semantic labels and/or specific algorithms can be 608 

introduced. (4) Improving the accuracy of semantic labeling. Currently, an overall F1-score of 86.2% is achieved by a 609 

DNN model. For improvements, there exist three promising methods: developing an ontology to help recognize concepts 610 

in sentences, utilizing unsupervised learning to pretrain DNN models in domain-specific corpora [51], and increasing the 611 

size of dataset. (5) Expanding the scope of the experiment. The proposed method is tested only on Chinese building codes 612 

for fire protection, and it is necessary to conduct more experiments on different types and languages of building codes. To 613 

achieve this, more DNN models (e.g., English BERT) could be utilized for semantic labeling and more language-specific 614 

sentence standardization rules could be developed. It is expected that the method can also achieve high performance on 615 

different building codes because of the large size of dataset used in this experiment. However, the results may vary due to 616 

the variety of expressions in the natural language. (6) Improving rule generation methods. Currently, RCTree is transformed 617 

into XML Checkset of Revit Model Checker for application. The XML Checkset has limited expressiveness for 618 

representing rules that have more than two hierarchy levels and implicit object relations. Therefore, improvements for the 619 

rule generation method and its application for more kinds of BIM such as IFC need to be studied.  620 

6 Conclusion 621 

This research contributes to the body of knowledge an automated rule interpretation method with a wide application 622 

scope and high accuracy, and an open regulation dataset for ARC. First, we propose seven semantic elements and the 623 

RCTree to represent BIM objects and rule checking requirements. Second, a deep learning model with the transfer learning 624 

technique is utilized for semantic labeling. Finally, CFGs and sentence standardization rules are developed to parse labeled 625 

sentences into RCTrees. Results show that in semantic labeling, our method is applicable to long and complex sentences 626 

and obtains a promising 86.2% overall F1-score, and has great potential for further improvement. In syntactic parsing, our 627 

method (1) achieves a high 99.6% accuracy for parsing single-requirement sentences, and (2) achieves a high 91.0% 628 

accuracy for parsing multi-requirement sentences, which is complex and common but existing methods are difficult to 629 

apply. This result suggests our method has a wider application scope than existing automated rule interpretation methods. 630 

The interpretable and understandable parsing process of our method can guide writing regulatory text in a more regular 631 

form and eliminate incorrect interpretation results easily to facilitate real applications. This research also contributes a 632 

generalized framework of automated rule interpretation for creating computable rules from various regulatory documents 633 
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and different languages. This research publishes the first regulation dataset, which contains a larger size of regulatory 634 

sentences with annotation than existing studies, for future exploration, validation, and benchmarking in the ARC area.  635 

Future work remains to be done to enhance and expand the contributions of this research. (1) Expression of more 636 

complex structures by RCTree. (2) Expanding CFGs for higher expressiveness and performance. (3) Interpreting more 637 

kinds of regulatory sentences than quantitative sentences. (4) Developing ontologies to clearly define domain concepts and 638 

relations and exploring writing regulatory documents in a regular form. (5) Quantifying statistics about sentences applicable 639 

for rule interpretation to measure the overall applicability of the method. (6) Including deontic logic in the rule 640 

representation. (7) Increasing the size of dataset and utilizing unsupervised learning to enhance the performance of semantic 641 

labeling. (8) Experimenting on more types and languages of regulatory documents for validation. (9) Improving rule 642 

generation methods such as considering IFC model. These aspects will constitute our future work. 643 
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